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Faith has the ability to restore us in many ways. There was once 
a blind man who was healed. He believed Jesus could restore 
what was broken in him and make it brand new. He chased 
after Jesus, never acknowledging his limitations and ultimately 
had an encounter with Christ that changed him forever. If we 
look at our own walk with Christ, how many barriers have we 
allowed to slow our pursuit of Him? How many times do we 
allow our heart to be so distracted that our feelings become 
the steering wheel of our decisions? It is so easy to focus on our 
own weaknesses and the weaknesses of others that we begin 
to function as if we are unaware of the restoration that God 
wants to bring to our life. If our faith was a race, how many 
hurdles do we put between us and Jesus that we are unaware 
of? What keeps us from being as determined as the blind man 
to chase after Jesus the way he did? He knew what area in his 
life that needed healing, and he knew without a doubt Jesus 
was the one that could deliver. Do you know what area in your 
life needs to experience healing? Do you have someone in 
your life that sees the man or woman God created you to be 
that can hold you accountable for your healing? Name the 
area in your life that needs to be experience restoration and 
chase relentlessly after Jesus until you are healed. Name the 
weakness, limitation, or thief that could distract you from having 
a transforming encounter with Christ. Be comforted that nothing 
can keep you from the grace and power of Jesus because he 
came for all of us.

Pray: Help me name the area in my life that needs to 
experience healing. Help me stay aware of where I am 
spiritually and where you are calling me to be. Give me the 
endurance to never settle for anything less than the purpose 
you have for my life.
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HOW FAR CAN OUR FAITH TAKE US?


